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How Arabic Regional Features Become Sectarian Features.
Jordan as a Case Study
Enam Al-Wer, Uri Horesh, Bruno Herin and Maria Fanis*
1 Introduction
In a number of Arabic-speaking communities, variation in the local dialects
is constrained by the religious/sectarian a8liation of speakers. The classic
examples of such communities in Arabic dialectology are Baghdad (BLANC
1964, ABU-HAIDAR 1991, PALVA 2009) and Bahrain (HOLES 1987), in
addition to a number of Jewish Arabic dialects in North Africa (most nota-
bly HEATH 2002, which meticulously describes and contrasts the ethnolects
of Jews and Muslims in Morocco). The studies available from Arabic so far
deal with this variation at the macro-sociolinguistic and descriptive levels
for the most part.
In the discussion of religion as a sociolinguistic variable in her introduc-
tory textbook, BASSIOUNEY (2009: 103–111) makes reference to the case in
Bahrain as well, mostly through citations of HOLES’ work. In one paragraph
(p. 107) she o+ers a cursory “[t]hird wave variation studies” analysis of the
variation that HOLES had observed in Bahrain, through what she perceives
as the Baharna having “changed their community of practice” (see ECKERT
and McCONNELL-GINET 1992 for more on this concept and its proper ap-
plications in sociolinguistics). We shall return to this type of a more socially
intricate analysis of our Jordanian data in the concluding section of this cur-
rent study.
* Enam Al-Wer, Department of Language and Linguistics, University of Essex,
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex, CO4 3SQ, UK; Uri Horesh, Program in Middle
East and North African Studies, Northwestern University, 1800 Sherman Ave
Suite 5400, Evanston IL 60201, USA; Bruno Herin, INALCO, 65 rue des Grands
Moulins, 75013 PARIS, France; Maria Fanis, Diplomatic Academy, Vienna School
of International Studies, Favoritenstrasse 15a, 1040 Vienna, Austria, and
Department of Political Science, Bentley Annex, Ohio University, Athens OH
45701, USA
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In Baghdad, BLANC referred to three communal dialects, namely Chris-
tian, Jewish and Muslim, with the former two being the older, while the for-
mation and focusing of the Muslim dialect is considered to be chronological-
ly more recent (see also ABU-HAIDAR 1991 and PALVA 2009). In Bahrain,
the distinction is made between the Sunni Muslim and the Shi‘a Muslim (or
Baharna) dialects. The formation of the Jewish varieties of North Africa
(Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia) is traced to the *rst wave of Arab migration
into North Africa during the 7th century, commonly referred to as the
pre‑Hilalian period.1
The emergence of separate sectarian/religious varieties in Arabic is gene-
rally attributed to a combination of two historical factors:
1. Di+erent genealogical origin of the dialects in question, or di+erent geo-
graphical provenance. For instance, most of the Christian population in
Iraq hail from northern Iraq, and the Arabic Christian dialect of Baghdad
is a sedentary dialect that is believed to have “evolved from the Arabic
vernacular of medieval Iraq” (JASTROW 1978: 318), whereas the Mus-
lim dialect is akin to the Bedouin norm and has a more recent history
(ABU-HAIDAR 1991: 2–3). By the same token, the origin of the Sunni
Arab group in Bahrain lies in central Arabia and their dialect is classi*ed
as a Bedouin dialect, whereas the Shi‘a Baharna dialect is of sedentary
stock (see HOLES 1987).
2. Social barriers, which would have restricted the amount of contact be-
tween di+erent religious groups, thus preventing natural processes of
koinéization. In modern times, the former Christian, Jewish and Shi‘a
neighborhoods in Baghdad and Bahrain are no longer exclusively or pre-
dominantly inhabited by members of the same respective group. The
Jewish community of Baghdad has pretty much disappeared as a result
of the emigration of the vast majority of its members, and the Christian
community has experienced a steady decrease in its size for similar rea-
sons. The Shi‘a community of Bahrain continues to form a majority of
the population in the country, although their dialect has been consider-
ably less dominant than the dialect spoken by the Arab Sunni group,
who comprise a numerical minority despite being the socially dominant
group. In interdialectal settings, in both Baghdad and Bahrain, predict-
1 ‘Hilalian’ is derived from the name of an Arab tribe, Banū Hilāl, who had
invaded North Africa leaving from Egypt in the 11th century and is considered to
be the second wave of Arabization that reached the countryside, after the *rst
wave, which was the Islamic conquest in the 7th century, mostly limited to cities.
More on this can be found in HEATH (2003: 2–8).
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ably it is the speakers of the less dominant dialects (Christian, Jewish
and Shi‘a Baharna) who accommodate to the dialects traditionally spo-
ken by the more powerful groups (Muslim Baghdadi in Baghdad and
Sunni Arab in Bahrain) (BLANC 1964, ABU-HAIDAR 1991, AL-QOUZ
2009). The most recent sociolinguistic study in Bahrain shows that the
traditionally Shi‘a linguistic features are leveled out in the modern dia-
lect of the capital city, Manama (AL-QOUZ 2009), a phenomenon that
was reported and predicted to escalate by HOLES (1987).
A number of sociolinguistic studies have investigated various communities
in the Levant (Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine)2 without factoring in
religion as an independent variable for micro-sociolinguistic variation. It is
worth noting, however, that in her treatment of variation in Beirut,
GERMANOS (2009, 2011) does analyze the correlation between perception
and production of a number of features across religious groups (e.g., the
genitive exponents and the realization of /q/).
AL-WER (1991) deliberately designed the sample of speakers to include
almost equal numbers of Muslim and Christian speakers (from three Jorda-
nian towns). The results showed no e+ect of religion in the use of the four
phonological features investigated in that study. These results were expect-
ed given the structure of the Jordanian society and the nature of its political
system. The structure of the traditional Jordanian society is largely tribal
and religious a8liation plays no role in group identity formation. This char-
acteristic has been sustained by ‘shared space’ in that there is no physical
segregation between the Christians and the Muslims (most cities and villag-
es are inhabited by members from both religious groups). Additionally, up-
ward social mobility (e.g., access to services, promotion in the state admin-
istration sector, armed forces and the private sector) is not linked to reli-
gious a8liation. Subsequent research (see HERIN 2010, AL‑WER – HERIN
2011, HERIN – AL-WER 2013), which involved analyses of the phonology,
morphology and syntax of the central Jordanian dialects spoken in and
around the city of Salt, uncovered patterns which indicate that religion may
indeed be an important factor or is emerging as such. In this article, we pre-
sent the analysis of these features and attempt an explanation in light of the
demographic and sociopolitical developments in the country.
2 See for example in Damascus ISMAIL (2008); in Jordan AL-WER (1991, 2007);
ABDEL-JAWAD (1981); in Beirut GERMANOS (2009, 2011); in Palestine
COTTER (2013); HORESH (2014).
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2 Demographics
The countries of the Levant (Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine) are
multiethnic and multilingual. The majority of the population are Arabs,
Arabic-speaking and Muslims, and the largest religious minority are the
Arab Christians3 who are among the oldest Christian communities in the
world (see HOURANI 1991). Christian community size varies in the four
countries. In terms of proportion to the total population, Lebanon has the
highest rate of Christians (approximately 40%), followed by Syria (approxi-
mately 12%), Jordan and Palestine (approximately 5–7%). The size of the
Arab Christian communities in the Levant as a whole has been decreasing
steadily due to the fact that proportionately more Christian Arabs have mi-
grated from their home countries, and birth rate among Christians overall is
lower than among Muslims in the region.4
In Jordan, the vast majority of the Christians are indigenous Arabs and
claim descent from the Ghassanids, an ancient Christian Arab tribe that in-
habited and for a time ruled the Levant.5 At the turn of the 20th century,
they formed 20% of a total population of around 300,000–400,000 people.6
3 Other groups include Syriacs (Aramean) Kurds (mainly in Syria), Armenians, Cir-
cassian, Chechen, Dom, and Turkoman. Syria and Lebanon used to have Jewish
communities until the early 1950s, and Palestine has always had a stable indige-
nous Jewish population.
4 Statistics about the ratio of Christians to the total population in the countries of
the Levant could not be found in the o8cial material published through the of-
*cial sources (Jordan’s Department of Statistics; Syria’s Central Bureau of Statis-
tics; Lebanon’s Central Administration of Statistics). The *gures available
through other sources (e.g., Wikipedia, BBC, Economist, CIA) vary quite consid-
erably. The percentages cited in this article were obtained through church sour-
ces. The *gures provided by the CIA World Fact Book are the closest to those
available through the church. According to CIA World Fact Book, 2013, the per-
centages are as follows: Lebanon 39%, Syria 10%, Jordan 6%, West Bank 8%
(https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/).
5 Non-Arab Christians in Jordan include small communities of Syriacs and Armeni-
ans. The majority of Jordanian Christians are Greek Orthodox, followed by Ro-
man Catholic and Greek Catholic; protestant churches have smaller followings. In
this article we do not specify denominations of the Christian speakers because
such a distinction among the speakers is irrelevant for our analysis. The vast ma-
jority of Muslims in Jordan are Sunni, and all Muslim speakers in the sample are
Sunni.
6 The earliest available o8cial census is the Housing Statistics of 1952, which
gives a *gure of 586,200 for the total population, rising to just over 900,000
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By 1952, the ratio of Christians had dropped to 12.5% (of approximately a
total population of 580,000). According to church sources,7 there were ap-
proximately 220,000–240,000 Christians in Jordan in 2008. This means that
the community has been increasing at a rate of roughly 2.5% since the
1950s, which is broadly in line with the rate of natural population increase
in the country as a whole.8 Furthermore, these *gures suggest that:
1. The decrease in the percentage representation of the Christians in the
population is due to an increase in the concentration of Muslims (rather
than a decrease in absolute numbers); and
2. the size of the indigenous Christian community has remained largely un-
a+ected by the newcomers (migrants) into the country.
Jordan’s Muslim population has seen an extraordinary rate of increase as a
result of the political situation in the region, in particular as a result of the
Arab‑Israeli wars. The population increased roughly by one million between
1952 and 1970, and by a further one million between 1970 and 1983; dur-
ing this period, natural increase stood at 3.2% on average. It continued to
rise by about one million per decade to reach 6.2 million in 2011. The natu-
ral birth rate has fallen steadily, to reach 2.1% in 2011.
Precise statistics regarding the size of the Palestinian population who
sought refuge in Jordan in the aftermath of the Nakba (1948) and Naksa
(1967) is not available, but it is likely that approximately 3 million Palestin-
ians now live in Jordan, i. e., 35%–45% of the current population. A break-
down in terms of religion of the displaced Palestinians is also unavailable,
but it is commonly known that the vast majority (possibly up to 90%) are
Muslims (Sunni), which means that there is an absolute increase in the
number of multiethnic Muslims. This is in contrast to the nature of the in-
crease in Christian numbers, which resulted primarily from the natural
growth of the indigenous Christian-Jordanian community. There is therefore
a di+erence in the ethnic composition of the two communities: the growth
of the former has deluted the prevalence of the Jordanian element among
according to the results of the First Population & Housing Census (Department of
General Statistics: http://www.dos.gov.jo/dos_home_a/main/cd_yb2011/pdf/Pop
ulation.pdf. Accessed 24 August 2013).
7 http://www.qenshrin.com/details.php?id=6282#.Uh9y6hzsv-s. Accessed 24 Au-
gust 2013.
8 According to the *gures released by the Department of Statistics, natural in-
crease in Jordan was 3.2, rose to 3.6 during 1979–1994 and went down to 2.1 in
2011. http://www.dos.gov.jo/dos_home_a/main/cd_yb2011/Pre+Ind/ind.pdf.
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the increasing Muslim population, whereas the latter has cemented the pre-
valence of the Jordanian element among the Christian population. Insofar as
linguistic developments are concerned, such a situation would lead us to
expect a more conservative linguistic behavior on the part of the Christian
community as a whole vis-à-vis the traditional Jordanian dialects, which in-
deed is what our data show, as will be explained presently. The conserva-
tive linguistic behavior of the Christians in Jordan is primarily predicated
on the lack of intermarriage between Muslims and Christians, a practice
that is socially prohibited and not speci*c to Jordan. A similar situation is
reported by WOIDICH (1996) regarding the Christian village of ʿizbit il-
Basili in Upper Egypt, which is situated in the heart of Bʿēri region.
WOIDICH maintains that in this village they speak a di+erent dialect from
the rest of the region, which he attributed to the fact that because of reli-
gion, the Christian population did not mix with Bedouin tribes and therefore
their dialect remained una+ected by Bedouin features which are charac-
teristic of the (regional) Bʿēri dialect (see WOIDICH 1996: 194–196). The
same is true of the Christian dialect of Baghdad, which also exhibits older
linguistic features principally (see ABU-HAIDAR 1991; also, PALVA 2009).
3 The research and the locality
This article is based on empirical research on the dialect of Salt that spans
25 years. The earliest data collection was conducted in 1987 and the most
recent in 2012. Each individual research output was conducted according to
the empirical and theoretical standards used in sociolinguistic research. The
*rst study, presented in AL‑WER (1991), consisted of a systematically
drawn sample of 45 speakers (23 Muslim, 22 Christian) where four segmen-
tal phonological features were cross-tabulated with social variables (age and
education). This initial study was carried forward in 1997 with an addi-
tional sample of six young male and female speakers in Salt (4 Christian,
2 Muslim). Parallel to these two studies, and independently of them, a de-
scriptive grammar of the Salt dialect, analyzing all aspects of the grammar
of the dialect and based on the speech of ten Muslim and Christian speakers
(5 speakers of each), was completed in 2010 (HERIN 2010). A subsequent
analysis of 354 features of the Salti dialect led to the conclusion that the
dialect of Salt is a Horani dialect (HERIN 2013). It was these *ndings that
led the researchers to conduct further research during 2011–2012, this time
focusing on religious a8liation and adding a further nine old speakers
(4 Christian, 5 Muslim).
What was not made apparent by the two types of linguistic analysis in
isolation, i. e., those carried out by AL-WER (1991), and the in‑depth gram-
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matical analysis of the same dialect (HERIN 2010, HERIN 2013), was made
possible when combined these two di+ering approaches to the analysis of
the Salt dialect pointed to the potential linguistic divergence between Mus-
lim and Christian communities.
This *nding is worth pursuing for several reasons. First, the methodolo-
gical rigor of the initial studies by AL-WER and HERIN guarantees the vali-
dity of the *ndings that have led to the unearthing of the correlation be-
tween religion and linguistic behavior. Second, the fact that this *nding
came about by precisely recombining empirical data conventionally derived
in a way that, perhaps, amounts to a meta-empirical analysis and recombi-
nation of data may suggest that a great deal is to be gained if we were to
operate outside the existing epistemological parameters for sociolinguistic
analysis.9 Therefore, by combining the *ndings of the aforementioned stud-
ies in an innovative way that transcends the established epistemological
boundaries in sociolinguistics, this article is able to evaluate the possibility
that religion can be an independent variable if and when we undertake multi-
layered analysis.
Salt (phonetically [sal̴tˁ]10) is located in the central region, approximate-
ly 25 km northwest of Amman, the capital city of Jordan. Unlike Amman, it
has had a fairly stable native population and a distinctive traditional dialect.
Until the establishment of a central independent government in Jordan in
1921, Salt was the major urban settlement in the country. But although its
role as the most important city was gradually taken over by Amman, it con-
tinues to act as a symbol of what is considered authentic Jordanian cul-
ture.11
An important aspect of the social history of Salt is that what is thought
of as a native population is actually made up of not only extended families
whose origins lie in the town itself, or generally on the east side of the River
Jordan, i. e., indigenous Jordanians, but also of branches of families who
migrated into Salt during the 19th and 20th centuries from the Palestinian
city of Nablus in particular. These early migrants have been totally integra-
9 The idea that adherence to disciplinary epistemology constrain knowledge pro-
duction is well known and widely discussed in the social sciences and observed
in the applied sciences (see KUHN 1977).
10 Throughout this article, where phonetic representation is concerned, it is denot-
ed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) between square brackets [ ].
11 For details about the situation in Amman see AL-WER (2007).
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ted, and are considered part of the native population of Salt.12 Out of the
eighty families who originally came from Nablus, 78 are Muslim and have
mixed with the original Muslim population through marriage.13 This charac-
teristic of the city’s population can be seen as a microcosm of modern Jor-
danian societies as a whole, as outlined above. Therefore, various linguistic
patterns that manifest themselves in Salt can be seen as, or assumed to be,
representative of linguistic patterns which are present, or will be developing
elsewhere in the country. In particular, religion appears to have played a sig-
ni*cant role, because it a+ected variation in the linguistic patterns acquired
by the children of the Muslim and the Christian communities respectively.
The traditional sedentary dialects of central Jordan, whose main repre-
sentative is the dialect of the city of Salt and its surroundings, are an exten-
sion of southern Horani.14 Therefore, in order to understand the linguistic
divergence on the basis of religion mentioned earlier, it is essential that we
situate the dialect of Salt within traditional Horani.
4 Northern and central Jordanian dialects: Horan
Geographically the plains of Horan (phonetically [ħoːraːn]) stretch from
south of Damascus to the outskirts of the city of Kerak in southern Jordan,
and thus include all of the northern and central Jordanian regions, includ-
ing the Balqa region in which Salt is located. Horan has been split down the
middle between Syria and Jordan as a result of the re‑drawing of the re-
gion’s map in accordance with the Sykes-Picot agreement between France
and Britain in 1918. It has been inhabited since ancient times by rural com-
munities who have relied for the most part on farming grain. Although the
local toponymy clearly indicates that the region was Aramaic‑speaking, his-
torical sources are also clear about the existence of speakers of Arabic since
pre-Islamic times (see, e.g., OWENS 1998: 55; AL‑JALLAD, DANIEL and
12 Although Salt people emphasize that they consider these families as native by
now, when the locals talk about the town and its families the word ġarāba ‘for-
eigners’ is sometimes used to describe their status in the local population.
13 For a detailed account of the social history and the demographics of Salt during
the period between 1864 and 1921, consult the seminal work by DAWOOD
(1994).
14 This article is not about the connection of the dialect of Salt to the Horani group.
For a detailed analysis in support of this argument see HERIN (2013).
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AL‑GHUL 2013: 23).15 Nowadays, the area is inhabited by the descendants
of these communities and recently settled Bedouin tribes.
The *rst linguistic account of the variety of Arabic spoken in the area
was written by the notable French Semiticist and dialectologist JEAN
CANTINEAU.16 His work remains the main source for the traditional dialects
of northern Jordan. The rest of Transjordan was investigated for the most
part by PALVA, AL-WER and HERIN.17 Linguistically, the dialects of Horan
belong to the southern Levantine group, which includes the dialects of Pal-
estine and Transjordan. It is not easy to identify clear‑cut isoglosses that se-
parate the north from the south. Among the features that distinguish be-
tween the northern and southern Levantine groups are:
1. The inherited triangular vocalic system /a/ – /i/ – /u/, which is pre-
served in the south but simpli*ed into /a/ – /ə/ in the north. This how-
ever, is highly problematic because oppositions between /i/ and /u/ can
still be found in many Syrian and Lebanese varieties.
2. The split-negation morpheme -š, which is common in Palestine and Jor-
dan, although it can also be found in parts of the Lebanon.
3. The 1SG imperfective index is realized as a‑ in the south, but ‘zero’ in the
north, although a‑ is common in the region of Aleppo.
4. Dropping of the y‑ glide in the 3rd person of the imperfective when b‑ is
pre*xed, mostly attested in the south but absent in the north. This, too,
cannot be generalized because non y‑ dropping varieties can also be
found in Palestine.
15 JEAN CANTINEAU was one of the original scholars to have claimed that the Na-
bateans, who wrote predominantly in Aramaic for centuries, were actually native
speakers of Arabic. O’CONNOR (1986) casts some doubt on this argumentation
(also citing MARCEL COHEN), but there still is a preponderance of evidence in
subsequent scholarship supporting the existence of Arabic in the Levant, and in
Horan speci*cally, in the early centuries of the Common Era.
16 While working on epigraphic Nabatean in Transjordan and Palmyra (CANTI-
NEAU 1930–1932), CANTINEAU also authored two foundational studies in the
realm of Arabic dialectology: Le dialecte arabe de Palmyre (CANTINEAU 1934)
and Les parlers arabes du Ḥōrân (CANTINEAU 1940, 1946). His work includes a
grammar (CANTINEAU 1946) and a linguistic atlas (CANTINEAU 1940).
17 See, among many others, PALVA (1976, 1980, 2004) for Bedouin dialects and
PALVA (1989, 2007) for sedentary dialects. AL-WER (1991, 2002, 2003, 2007)
are in‑depth investigations of the sociolinguistics of Jordan. The *rst full-length
description of a Jordanian variety can be found in HERIN (2010).
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Since none of the features mentioned above are absolutely distinctive, a
combination of phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical features
is needed to distinguish between northern and southern Levantine dialects.
Before tackling the issue of variation based on religious a8liation in Jor-
dan, we need to brie%y review the linguistic peculiarities of the dialects of
Horan, mostly at the level of phonology and morphology.
The most peculiar features of Horani dialects are the realization of the
feminine ending -a, the distribution of the a+ricate /č/ as a re%ex of etymo-
logical /k/, the lexical distribution of /u/, dark /l/, the nominal pattern
CaCīC and the maintenance of /a/ in the imperfective yiCCaCiC.
4.1 Feminine ending ‑a
Apart from rural varieties of central and southern Palestine, most Levantine
varieties raise feminine ‑a to [e] or [ɪ] after unvelarized pre‑velar conso-
nants. Low realizations are found after velarized segments and post‑velar
consonants. Horani dialects di+er both in the phonetic quality of the raised
vowel and contextual conditioning (see AL‑WER 2002, 2007). In these
dialects, ‑a raises to [ɛ]. Moreover, raising occurs systematically only after
coronal sounds (/t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /ṯ/, /ḏ/, /š/, /č/, /ǧ/, /n/ and /ǧ/). After
labials (/b/, /m/ and /f/), raising is sensitive to vowel harmony, and is trig-
gered in the vicinity of another front vowel. The adjacency of back (velar
and beyond; this also includes labiovelar /w/) and velarized consonants
prevents raising. This general distribution is exempli*ed in Table 1.
Table 1: Raising of -a in Horani dialects
Coronal maǧnūn-e ‘crazy (f)’
Labial (front) ǧēb-e ‘pocket’
Labial (back) magsūm-a ‘divided (f)’
Post-velar barak-a ‘God’s benediction’
Velarized ʾarmaḷ-a ‘widow’
4.2 The a(ricate [č ]
The a+ricate [č] as a contextual variant of /k/, is well attested and well de-
scribed in many varieties of Arabic. Typically, two types of a+rication are
identi*ed. In the Bedouin varieties of the Levant, Mesopotamia and North
Arabia, [č] regularly occurs as an allophone of /k/ and the following alter-
nations are commonly found in most varieties: dīč ‘rooster’ – dyūk ‘roosters,’
čān ‘he was’ – ykūn ‘he is.’ Besides these, certain dialects exhibit a general-
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ized passage from /k/ to /č/ in all contexts. Some well‑known cases are ru-
ral Palestinian (central and northern), the dialect of Sukhne (BEHNSTEDT
1994) in eastern Syria and a few villages in northern Horan such as Zakye
and Kanakir18 (CANTINEAU 1946: 224). Super*cially, the dialects of Horan
closely resemble the Bedouin varieties, whereby the a+ricate surfaces most
consistently in the vicinity of front vowels: hēč ‘so’, ḥača ‘he spoke’, samīč
‘thick’, rāčib ‘riding’, ḥayyač ‘he weaved’. The a+ricate [č] does not usually
surface in back contexts, in which case /k/ is maintained: kūʿ ‘elbow’,
mafrūka ‘rubbed’, ḥākūra ‘yard’, kūs ‘glasses’. Although Horani appears to
treat a+rication identically to Bedouin varieties of Northern Arabia, a closer
analysis reveals a fundamental di+erence between the two norms of varie-
ties. To illustrate this di+erence, compare the realizations of the noun *dīk
‘rooster’ and the verb *kān ‘to be’ in both Bedouin and Horani dialects, as il-
lustrated in Table (2):
Table 2: Realizations of *dīk ‘rooster’ and *kān ‘to be’
‘rooster’ ‘roosters’ ‘he was’ ‘he is’
Horan dīč dyūč kān ykūn
Bedouin dīč dyūk čān ykūn
Table 2 clearly shows that Horani may, although marginally, a+ricate in
back contexts (dyūč) and may not in front contexts (kān, [kaːn]). The most
straightforward explanation for this phenomenon is that a+rication in
Horani is not phonetically conditioned, but relies on a root‑based lexical
distribution.19
A striking feature of Horani is the wide lexical distribution of the short
vowel /u/, where other Levantine varieties exhibit /i/ or /a/. For example:
ǧubne ‘cheese’, zulum ‘men’, ḥuṣur ‘mats’, guṣṣa ‘story’, sumʿa ‘fame’, guṭʿa
‘piece’, zubde ‘butter’, ʿulba ‘can (n)’, ʿubwi ‘traditional men’s gown’, luġwa
‘language,’ ṯumm ‘mouth,’ dunya ‘world,’ ṣuʿba ‘di8cult (f).’
The velarization of /l/ in Horani dialects is widespread, as exempli*ed
by the following items: gaḷb ‘heart’, xāḷ ‘uncle’, naxiḷ ‘palm tree’, gamuḷ ‘lice’,
gabuḷ ‘before’, ṛamuḷ ‘sand’, saxḷa ‘kid (goat)’, gāḷ ‘he said’. There appears to
be phonetic conditioning that triggers velarization of /l/: spread from an ad-
18 These two toponyms are pronounced locally [zāʧje] and [ʧanāʧir], respectively.
19 For more on this root-based lexical distribution and its possible origin, see
HERIN (2013) and HERIN – AL-WER (2013).
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jacent velarized consonant and the vicinity of a velar and post‑velar ele-
ment. Horani dialects, like most Levantine varieties, have the following gen-
eral anaptytic insertion rule: ∅ → ǝ / C_C#. The speci*city of Horani lies in
the backing and rounding e+ect that velarization has on this anaptytic vow-
el (here epenthetic /ə/), bringing it somewhere near [ʉ]. Thus, in most Le-
vantine dialects the underlying form /naxl/ ‘palm tree’ is rendered /naxəl/;
in Horani it is realised as /naxul/.
Also speci*c to Horani is the almost exclusive use of the nominal/
adjectival pattern CaCīC: ṯagīl ‘heavy’, kaṯīr ‘much, many’, čabīr (~ kabīr)
‘big’, sarīr ‘bed’, šaʿīr ‘barley’, sanīn ‘years’, ṭaḥīn ‘%our’, zabīb ‘raisin’, raġīf
‘%at bread’, baʿīd ‘far’, rafīʿ ‘thin’, zaġīr ‘small’, naḏ̣īf ‘clean’, gaṣīr ‘short’,
malīḥ ‘good’, ḏ̣aʿīf ‘weak,’ wasīʿ ‘large’, farīče ‘unripe smoked wheat’, ǧadīd
‘new’. Other Levantine dialects usually have CCīC; for Horan, CANTINEAU
(1946: 310) could only retrieve four items of this pattern (CCīC): brīg ‘tea-
pot’, šrīṭ ‘strip’, kdīš ‘cart horse’ and in some areas kṯīr ‘much, many’ which
alternates with kaṯīr.
CANTINEAU (1946: 262–265) cites a few examples of verbs in the im-
perfective whose pattern is yiCCaCiC but it is clear from these examples that
the dialects of Horan maintain the vowel /a/: yinkasir ‘it breaks’, yinṭa+ ‘it
turns o+’, yištaġil ‘he works’. On the other hand, across the Levant, most dia-
lects have /i/: yinkisir, yinṭi+, and in the case of the verb ‘he works’, the vo-
wel simply drops: yištġil.
We now turn our attention to examining these traditional Horani fea-
tures in our data from Salt.
5 The data and analysis
Of particular signi*cance to our classi*cation of the dialect of Salt as a
Horani dialect are the rules that govern the raising of the feminine ending,
and a root‑based lexical distribution of the a+ricate /č/, which are identical
to the patterns found in Horani proper (see above). These two features, to
the best of our knowledge, are found nowhere else in the Levant. At the
same time, Salt di+ers from Horani proper in other aspects, which we argue
are due to independent developments. Some of these developments
represent changes that have gone to completion while others continue to
show variation, as our data will show.
5.1 Traditional Horani features in Salt
The dialect of Salt has /i/ or /a/ in many items in which Horani proper has
/u/; thus we *nd: ǧibne ‘cheese’ (rather than ǧubne), zilim ‘men’ (rather than
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zulum), zibde ‘butter’ (rather than zubde), dinya ‘world’ (rather than dunya),
ʿilbe ‘box’ (rather than ʿulba), laġwa ‘language’ (rather than luġwa), ṣaʿbe ‘dif-
*cult’ (rather than ṣuʿba). But, in other items the traditional Horani pronun-
ciation with /u/ alternates with /i/, e.g. guṣṣa ~ giṣṣa ‘story’, sumʿa ~ simʿa
‘fame’, guṭʿa ~ giṭʿa ‘piece’, ʿuḅi ~ ʿibi ‘traditional men’s gown’, huǧra ~ hiǧra
‘exodus’, yurkuḏ̣ ~ yirkiḏ̣ ‘he runs’, ǧumʿa ~ ǧimʿa ‘Friday’, yiktul ~ yiktil ‘he
kills’, yiktub ~ yiktib ‘he writes’, tuǧāra ~ tiǧāra ‘trade’. In this subset of the
data (/u/, /i/ alternation), the analysis shows that while there is no clear-
cut distribution along sectarian divisions, certain /u/‑items occur exclusive-
ly in the speech of the Christian speakers; examples include, ʿuḅi, huǧra,
yurkuḏ̣, ǧumʿa, and tuǧāra. On the other hand, certain /i/‑items occur exclu-
sively in the speech of the Muslim speakers, e.g. ʿibi, yirkiḏ̣, ǧimʿa. Addition-
ally, /u/-items do not occur in Muslim speech exclusively; and no /i/-items
are found exclusively in Christian speech. Bearing in mind that traditional
Horani (i. e. Old dialect of Salt) has /u/ in all of these items, these data
point to a tendency on the part of the Christian speakers to preserve older
features (/u/), while innovative /i/ is used more widely among the Mus-
lims.
5.1.1 Dark /l/
The distribution of dark /l/ in Salti di+ers from Horani. Only the word gaḷb
‘heart’ was recorded consistently with /ḷ/. The preposition/adverb gab(ə)l
‘before(hand)’ occurs 74 times in the corpus; of these, 44 tokens contain the
velarized (dark) re%ex gab(ə)ḷ ‘before(hand).’ Among these 44 tokens, only
three tokens occur sporadically in the speech of three Muslim informants,
while the remaining 41 items occur in the speech of Christian informants.
One of the Christian informants, an elderly female Christian, used the vela-
rized re%ex consistently. Until very recently, the verb ‘he said’ was recorded
consistently without velarization: gāl. But, in our most recent *eldwork in
the Christian town of Fuhais (Summer 2012), a female speaker used a vela-
rized re%ex of gāḷ ‘he said.’ This *nding was unexpected given that a dark
/l/ pronunciation in this particular word is a stereotype of Horani proper
and has never been recorded for Salt and its environs before.20 This is an-
other case where we *nd that an old traditional feature is preserved
20 In all remaining items, dark /l/ occurs in the environment preceding the femi-
nine su8xes ‑a and ‑āt, i. e., it is used in restricted environments; examples are:
in xāl (clear /l/) ‘uncle’ vs. xāḷa (dark /l/) ‘aunt’, naxil vs. naxḷa ‘palm tree’, gamil
vs. gamḷa ‘lice’, ramil vs. ramḷa ‘sand’, saxiḷ vs. saxḷa ‘kid (goat).’ Therefore, there
is a strong indication that dark /l/ is a recessive feature in the Salt dialect.
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considerably more consistently in the speech of the Christians, which points
to the emergence of a sectarian pattern of variation.
5.1.2 CaCīC/CCīC
As far as CaCīC/CCīC is concerned, in certain items the dialect of Salt con-
sistently has the innovative pattern CCīC (for traditional Horani CaCīC): ṯgīl
(<ṯagīl) ‘heavy’, kṯīr (<kaṯīr) ‘much, many’, kbīr (<kabīr) ‘big’, snīn
(<sanīn) ‘years’, bʿīd (<baʿīd) ‘far’, zġīr (<zaġīr) ‘small’, mlīḥ (<malīḥ)
‘good’, frīče (<farīče) ‘unripe smoked wheat’, ǧdīd (<ǧadīd ) ‘new’. In other
items, it shows variation; thus, ṭḥīn ~ ṭaḥīn21 ‘%our’, zbīb ~ zabīb ‘raisin’,
nḏ̣īf ~ naḏ̣if ‘clean’, gṣīr ~ gaṣīr ‘short’, wsīʿ ~ wasīʿ ‘large’. The innovative
non‑Horani pattern CCīC for ‘raisin’ occurs also frequently across the cor-
pus, in the speeches of both groups but the variant zabīb ‘raisins,’ displaying
traditional Horani pattern CaCīC, occurred in the speech of Christians only.
Similarly, the word for ‘clean’ was used by three informants, two of whom
were Christian. These two informants consistently pronounced this item us-
ing the Horani pattern CaCīC, naḏ̣if ‘clean,’ whereas the Muslim informant
in this group used the non-Horani pattern CCīC, nḏ̣if. So far, the general pat-
tern consists of a change in progress from original Horani CaCīC to innova-
tive CCīC; where the original form is preserved it occurs more consistently
among the Christians, which is in keeping with the pattern of linguistic se-
gregation according to religious a8liation. Another example that supports
this observation is manifested in the tokens of the word for ‘clean.’ There
are *ve tokens in the corpus, all of which from the speech of one Christian
informant; three tokens occurred as wasīʿ and two tokens as wsīʿ, i. e., where
the older Horani pattern is privileged over the innovative form, the speaker
is often Christian. An anomaly to the trajectory of the change from CaCīC to
CCīC is the word for ‘short.’ In this case, the pronunciation gaṣīr ‘short,’ with
the older pattern CaCīC, is the norm across the population; (only one Mus-
lim informant used gṣīr).22 The general picture that emerges from analyzing
the patterns found in the corpus regarding this feature is that Salti generally
favors the innovative pattern CCīC, but remnants of Horani CaCīC also oc-
cur, mostly in the speech of the Christians. So, we have yet another example
21 The word for ‘%our’ was recorded consistently as ṭḥīn in spontaneous speech, but
one of the informants commented that ṭaḥīn is the original term in the traditional
dialects of the peasants.
22 To explain the anomalous behavior of this lexical item a proper analysis of the
mechanism through which this change in progressing is needed, which is beyond
the scope of this article.
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of linguistic divergence from the pattern found among the majority of the
population in Salt along the lines of religious a8liation.
5.1.3 yiCCaCi(C)
Traditional Horani uses /a/ in verbal forms of the type yiCCaCi(C), e.g.,
yištaġil ‘he works.’ There are plenty of examples of this pattern in the cor-
pus, which shows that the pattern is stable in the dialect of Salt. However,
the corpus also contains two innovative patterns: yiCCiCi(C), as in yiḥti+l
‘(that) he celebrates’, btistiḥi ‘she is shy’, yistiwi ‘(that) it gets cooked’; and
yiCCCiC, whereby /a/ is elided altogether. The latter pattern occurred in
various conjugations of the imperfective form of the verb yištaġil ‘he works’,
yielding the following forms aštġil ‘(that) I work,’ yištġil ‘(that) he works’,
tištġil ‘(that) you/she work(s),’ bištġil ‘he works.’ Both of these innovative
patterns, yiCCiCi(C) and yiCCCiC, are the patterns normally found in urban
Palestinian dialects, including the dialect of Nablus. In terms of distribution
according to religion, the Palestinian‑like patterns occur exclusively in the
speech of the Muslim informants, while in the speech of the Christians, only
the inherited Horani form yiCCaCi(C) is found.
It is of particular importance to point out that the emergence of this sec-
tarian‑related speech pattern is further corroborated by the behavior of the
Christians in Salt who originate from Palestine (see section 3 above). For ex-
ample, the speech pattern of a Christian family whose ancestors moved into
Fuhais (pronounced locally [fħeːsˤ]) (on the outskirts of Salt) 150 years ago
falls squarely in the overall pattern of the Christians of Salt, which is char-
acterized by the preservation of older Horani features. While in the case of
Palestinian Christians the mechanism is one of accommodation, rather than
preservation, it compounds the phenomenon of linguistic segregation along
sectarian a8liation, which is the thesis of this article.
6. Conclusion
This article puts forth innovative ideas about the role of religious a8liation
in linguistic variation in Jordan. While the Jordanian society has for a long
time been demographically demarcated by various religious groups, it is the
increased social salience of religious a8liation that has transformed religion
from a community signi*er into a sociolinguistic variable.
In particular, we argue that the linguistic segregation along sectarian af-
*liation in Jordan is very likely to intensify. Language has always been a ve-
hicle of social embeddedness. In the case of Jordan, and due to recent socio-
political developments religion has modi*ed the e+ects of language on so-
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cial strati*cation. The perceived cohesion and relative homogeneity of the
Jordanian society has been changing to the point of dilution due to the in-
%ux of huge numbers of refugees within a relatively short period of time.
While both Christian and Muslim Jordanians have been a+ected by the in-
%ux of refugees, especially in large urban centers, the group most a+ected,
perhaps threatened, by the increasing multiethnicity of the Jordanian soci-
ety is the Christian group. In this new social topography, the group that
feels more alienated from the evolving notion of Jordanian identity is the
Christians.
As has been established in the literature, marginalization can lead to an
exaggeration in the use of linguistic features as a way of accumulating sym-
bolic capital (ECKERT 1989, 2000; ECKERT – McCONNELL-GINET 1992:
479). In the case of Arabic, an interesting example is analyzed in the Egyp-
tian case by HAERI (1997). There, too, religion is at play, though in quite a
di+erent scenario. Rather than describing a tension between di+erent reli-
gious groups in Egypt (e.g., Muslims and Copts),23 what HAERI discusses is
the marginalization of traditional religious Muslim education by the secular
state. Yet what she dubs “Classical Arabic,”24 a variety culturally and histo-
rically linked to Muslim tradition, appears to be overused (or “trans-
gressed,” as she phrases it), in such “inappropriate” contexts as Mickey
Mouse cartoons and Omar Sharif interviews.
Returning to Jordan, whether the Christians will engage in such behavior
is something that cannot be fully a8rmed at this time. What our data,
though, can presently attest with con*dence is that were the Christian Jor-
danians inclined, consciously or unconsciously, to adopt localized/tradition-
al Jordanian linguistic features, they are better equipped to do so both lin-
guistically and psychologically. The practical implication of the conserva-
tive linguistic behavior of the Christians, which is primarily predicated on
the lack of intermarriage between Muslims and Christians, is that the Chris-
tians have retained the linguistic ability to use the local Jordanian dialects.
23 Elsewhere (HAERI 2003: 48–51) the controversy of whether members of the size-
able Coptic minority in Egypt are “allowed” (the alleged prohibition appears not
to be a formal one) to teach Classical Arabic in Egyptian public high schools is
discussed.
24 HAERI deliberately uses one English term, “Classical Arabic” to denote all of the
formal varieties and sub-varieties of formal Arabic, which in Arabic are called
al‑luġa al-ʿarabiyya al-fuṣḥā (lit., ‘the eloquent Arabic language’), in order to con-
form with the nomenclature employed by native speakers of Arabic (see HAERI
2000: 73–74; 2003: 19–21).
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If that were to happen, it would work against the norm of leveling out mi-
nority features under the same circumstances. Crucially, the pattern of lin-
guistic divergence observable among these two communities in Jordan not
only highlights religion as an important constraint on linguistic variation,
but in the case at hand we can actually observe the evolution of ‘sectarian’
linguistic strati*cation.
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